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Match the verb to its synonym:
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I decided to turn down the job because the pay wasn`t good enough.

а) reject;
б) cancel;
17.

в) deny;
г) resist.

а) The students had left the classroom
when the teacher arrived.
б) The students have been waiting for
the teacher to come since the bell rang.
в) The students were leaving the
classroom when the teacher arrived.
г) The students were late for the lecture
and the teacher flew off the handle.
18.

а) around;
б) about;

2.
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Fill in the gap with the appropriate form of the verb: My younger sister
а) wear;
б) wore;

3.

в) were;
г) weared.

Choose the correct answer:
Whose gift is a giant Christmas tree which stands in Trafalgar Square,
in front of the National Gallery every winter?

а) It is a gift from Santa Claus.
б) It is a gift from the people of Oslo.
в) It is a gift from the Queen.
г) It is a gift from the Lord Mayor.
4.

Match the Ukrainian sentence to its English equivalent:
Його охопив жах.

а) He was struck with panic.
б) He was struck with awe.
в) He was struck with horror.
г) He was struck with silence.

Consider the way the letters are arranged and match the rebus to its
interpretation: p – a – n – t – s
в) stretch pants;
г) to pull down pants.

в) horse;
г) cook.

… a new red scarf when Mom took her out for a stroll yesterday.

Match a sentence to the picture:

а) long pants;
б) to pull on pants;

Complete the sentence. Use an appropriate noun to get a well-known
English idiom: As hungry as a … .
а) hunter;
б) lion;

в) along;
г) above.

а) I`ve stopped eating sweets.
б) I stopped to eat a chocolate.
в) My friends presented me with a box of chocolates.
г) Help yourself to a chocolate!
20.

1.

Fill in the gap with the appropriate word: The human head doesn`t
work very well outdoors if it becomes too hot, cold or wet. That`s why
a hat is a good investment, wherever you`re planning to go out and ….

19.
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Match a sentence to the picture:

5.

Pick up the correct answer: What does the Lord Chancellor sit on?
а) the Throne;
б) an armchair;

в) a sack of wool;
г) a bench.
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12.

the most popular festivals in Great Britain, is commemorated by … .

8.

13.

б)
в)

She`s got a …. about litter – she`s obsessed by it!

г)

в) bee in her bonnet;
г) fly on the wall.
14.

9.

10.

Complete the following sentence: Trafalgar Square … .
а)

Fill in the gap with an appropriate English idiom:
а) black sheep;
б) fish out of water;

Complete the following sentence: Whitehall is… .
а) … famous London park.
б) … the oldest London market.
в) … one of the world`s greatest financial centres.
г) …the home of government offices in London.

Fill in the gap with the correct answer: Guy Fawkes`s Night, one of
а) … explosion of fireworks on November, 5.
б) … choosing sweethearts and exchanging love-tokens on February,
14.
в) … a small family reunion, when absent sons and daughters return
to their homes, and gifts are made to mothers on the fourth in Lent
Sunday.
г) … going to the country and to the coast late in summer.

Complete the following sentence: Alexander Fleming … .
а) was the first man to think of the nuclear bomb.
б) thought of the formula: e = mc2.
в) discovered penicillin.
г) tried to decode the human genome.

Match the noun to its dictionary definition: a layabout:
а) … is a person who likes talking about other people`s business;
б)… is a person who dislikes people of a lower social class;
в) … is a person who causes difficulties for other people;
г) … is a person who is extremely lazy and never does any work.

7.

11.

…was named in honour of Lord Nelson`s great naval victory
in the Napoleonic Wars.
…was the place where until 1647 stood one of the 13 crosses
erected by Edward, I to his queen Eleanor.
…derived its name from its proximity to the estate of the tailor
who sold collars.
… is the place where you can see cast aluminum Angel
of Christian Charity.

Pick up the correct answer: Which of London palaces has been

Match the idiom to its dictionary definition: to eat humble pie.

the official royal residence since 1837?

а) to admit that you were wrong;
б) not to understand;
в) to be extremely hungry;
г) to have lunch.

а) St. James`s Palace.
б) Hampton Court Palace.
в) Buckingham Palace.
г) Kensington Palace.

Match a sentence to the picture:
а) When they came to the cinema, the film
had already begun.
б) When they came to the cinema, the film
began.
в) When they came to the cinema, the film
was over.
г) When they came to the cinema it was 5 p.m.

15.

Pick up the correct answer: What is Union Jack?
а) The national flag of the United Kingdom.

б) The highest mountain in the British Isles.
в) One of the principal constitutional documents.
г) The outstanding statesman of the United Kingdom.

